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We often think of two things

Do high quality work

Publish early and often

It’s that simple
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“A scientist’s life would be a 
happy one if he had only to 
observe and never to write”

Charles Darwin
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Why we publish?
 It’s your only portable currency
 It is the path to getting a job
 It defines your success for promotion 

and tenure
 It is your academic duty

• See great book “Academic Duty” by Kennedy

 It enables you to influence the field
 It’s fun!
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How Journals 
Work
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How journals work
a few of the ones that I’ve had  AE experience with

 Hydrological Processes

 Water Resources Research

 Journal of Hydrology

 Hydrology and Earth System Science

 ASCE Journal of Hydrol. Engineering

 Hydrological Sciences Journal

 Ecohydrology

 Hydrology Research
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Journal Organizational 
Structure
e.g. Journal of Hydrology, pre-Jan 2008

 The publisher

• Their role, objectives, worries

 Journal Editors

• How they are appointed, their concerns: Wait 
times! ISI

 Associate Editors

• How they are picked; how reviews are managed

 How it’s all coordinated

 A note on “the old days” when Nash was Editor
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Typical Time-Line After 
Submittal
very different for open source journals!

0 2 years

Review by Journal

Acceptance

Revision and Re-review Actual Printing

Modified after Don Siegel
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What you are striving for
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A recent commentary
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The facts

 Journals grow 3.26% per year; numbers of 
journals double every 20 years

 Most papers are never cited!
• In 1990, 45% of articles published in the top 

4500 journals cited in first 5 years
• Between 2002-2006: down to 40.6% **

 In hydrology…
• A good paper in hydrology is cited 25 times
• A great paper is cited 50 times
• A benchmark paper is cited 100+ times

**2009 article in Online Information Review, Péter Jacsó
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Why are papers not cited?

 Weak science
• Can’t help you with that today…..

 Weak writing
• Not well written
• Message not clear
• Objectives unclear
• Contribution unclear in the text
• Boring to read
• Seemingly trivial findings
• Not linked to the literature
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A success story
Keith Beven, Lancaster Univ

 Why is he the world’s most cited 
hydrologist?

• when there are so many other brilliant 
hydrologists out there?

• Writing clarity (and very compelling)

• Knows literature better than anyone 

• Writing theme(s) and core area

• Uncanny knack to read where the field is headed

• Pushes the field in new directions

• Intellectual trailblazer
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How to write a 
paper

The Basics
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The structure
what you learn as an undergrad

 Abstract: What did I do in a nutshell?

 Introduction: What is the problem?

 Materials and Methods: How did I solve the problem?

 Results: What did I find out?

 Discussion: What does it mean?

 Acknowledgements (optional): Who helped me out?

 References: Whose work did I refer to?

http://abacus.bates.edu/~ganderso/biology/resources/writing/HTWsections.html
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The Introduction
Explains the problem.. 

 Needs a “snappy” lead sentence to catch the 
reader’s attention. Runoff processes on tile 
drained fields are poorly known.

 Need to state up front what is the status quo, 
then what’s wrong with the status quo and then 
how your questions posed are the obvious way 
forward to go beyond the status quo

 Another way is to think of defining what we 
know, what we think we know, what we need to 
know.

From Don Siegel
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Always, 3 things

 What’s the status quo?

 What’s wrong with the status quo?

 How does your work go beyond the status 
quo?

Remember this structure for 

every paper you write!
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Introduction ‘cont

 Very important to tie to the literature 

 Use past studies as set-up for your work

 Objectives must flow from the set-up

 Reader must believe that these are THE 
obvious questions to ask for this point in 
time for the sub-discipline

 Objectives, research questions,                  
null hypothesis

 See Jensco et al 2010 WRR
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Introduction 
…as an inverted pyramid

Status Quo

What’s wrong with the

status quo

Why this is a problem

How you intend to fix it

Specific Objectives

# of references

increases 

Very general 

References

Very specific 

references
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….did I mention that clear
objectives (with all things 
mapping to and from them) are
important….?!
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The reading-publishing connection
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Ease and speed of writing

Impact of paper published

Citeability

The R2 is 0.95!
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A tightly coupled paper “success” 
loop

Encyclopedic knowledge

of the literature

Paper focused on central theme

Ability to put finger on the 

pulse of what’s needed

High citation stats
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Knowing the literature

 Critical for framing your study in the first place!

 Essential for validating your questions
• That no one else has already done this!

• That these are the obvious “next step” questions to 
be addressed

 Important for Discussion—to define the 
relevance of your study vis-à-vis other                                                     
work
• How did you add incrementally to                                              

new knowledge
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Discussion

 Presents the “WHY” and “HOW” of the 
story

 Includes how work agrees (or disagrees) 
with work of others.

 Easiest if structured around questions 
(as sub-headings)

 Good example
• Anderson et al 1997 WRR

From Don Siegel
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Attributes of the best 
Discussions

 Resolves a controversy

 Separates the Results and Discussion 
sections

 Answers the central question that the 
Introduction has built up to

 Shows why the results are novel

 Ends with a new conceptual model

 Teaches the field…
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How to write a 
paper
The Nuances
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21 Suggestions for writing a paper
1. Know your audience and write for that specific audience.
3. Do Not Turn in a First Draft!
6. Do not use more words where fewer will do.
7. Use an outline to organize your ideas and writing.
8. Think about the structure of paragraphs.
9. Pay attention to tenses.
10. Captions should not merely name a table or figure, they 

should explain how to read it.
11. When citing a reference, focus on the ideas, not the authors.

http://course1.winona.edu/mdelong/EcoLab/21%20Suggestions.html

http://course1.winona.edu/mdelong/EcoLab/21 Suggestions.html
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The topdown approach
step one

 Start with a story board approach
• I have my students pitch the story to me on 

white board

 You must identify the novel nugget and 
have every section map to that

 Ask yourself the question: why do we need 
yet another paper on xxxxx?
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 Develop an outline with headings and 
subheadings

 Iterate on this many times, adding sub-
sub-headings

 Identify key figures to tell the story
 The sub, sub-headings become the 

paragraph topics
 Make writing assignments to co-authors

• A divide and conquer approach

The topdown approach

step two
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 Do not start any writing until
• the outline is rock-solid
• figures are made
• Subheadings = paragraph topics
• Every single section maps to the 

novelty/compelling need for this paper in 
the journal literature

The topdown approach

step three
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A bit on writing style

 Write in the active tense instead of passive tense: 
“We collected samples of blah...” instead of 
“Samples of blah were collected...” 

• You can use personal pronouns!

 Avoid all jargon if at all possible. Never assume 
the reader knows any jargon.

 Write in simple sentences

 Subject and verb up-front in all sentences

Modified From Don Siegel
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The most important thing!!

Subject and verb up-front 
in all sentences!

• a hallmark of Science and 
Nature papers
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On being concise
What Nature Magazine says
 “We all face the challenge of how to make the 

best use of our time in an era of information 
overload…ensure that the printed version of a 
paper is clear, comprehensible and as short as is 
consistent with this goal, is very likely to 
increase the paper's readership, impact and the 
number of times others cite it.”

http://www.nature.com/authors/author_services/how_write.html
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My only Nature experiences
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Nuances

 Need to show how this work is a game 
changer—what paradigm are you 
shifting?!

 The point / counterpoint Introduction and 
Discussion

 Relevant quotes 

• Perfection is the enemy of good

• If I’d had more time, it could have              
been shorter

• Imagination is more important than  
knowledge
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PhD paper writing

• Develop a PhD brand identity

• Write PhD papers sequentially and submit as 
they are finished (so simple yet so seldom 
done)

• Consider writing a review paper as part of 
your set of PhD papers

• Publish in the best journals possible where 
work will be recognized and read

• Do comment/reply on something recently 
published

• Be careful about journal Special Issues
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The psychology of paper writing

 It’s as much psychological as mechanical

 The most prolific writers do it every morning 
(early)

 Small bursts of focused effort

• Don’t be a “busy fool”

 Do it following a session at the gym

 Jot down notes when out and about
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The importance of getting it 
submitted quickly

 Papers can go stale

 It gets increasingly difficult (non-linearly!) with 
passage of time

• New papers get published

• New data are collected

• New interpretations arise

 A paper marks a point in time in the field—it will 
be bested
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Typical Paper Writing Timeline

Time

P
ro

g
re

s
s

Initiation of Research

First Draft Picky Details
-revision, revision, revision

Startup

Submittal

Modified after Don Siegel
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Reviews and 
reviewing
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What is peer review?

http://www.sciencesurvivalblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/peerreview.jpg
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Why peer review?
from http://radonc.yale.edu/pdf/Ethical_Issues_in_Peer_Review.pdf

 The cornerstone of modern science

 Journals rely on expert and objective review 
ensure the quality

 Reviewers set the scientific standards of the 
discipline.  

 Reviewer critiques set subtler standards of 
collegiality, behavior, and ethics in the discipline
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Why peer review?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer_review

 It is difficult for authors and 
researchers, whether individually or in 
a team, to spot every mistake or flaw 
in a complicated piece of work. 

 Showing work to others increases the 
probability that weaknesses will be              
identified and improved.
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What reviewers are asked
Referee reports 
 Is original 
 Is methodologically sound 
 Follows appropriate ethical guidelines 
 Has results which are clearly presented and 

support the conclusions 
 Correctly references previous relevant work

Need to: Anticipate review issues before 
submission!
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What Science and Nature ask

 Who will be interested in reading the paper?
 What are the main claims of the paper and how significant are 

they?
 Is the paper likely to be among the five most cited papers in the 

disciplines?
 How does the paper stand out from others in its field?
 Are the claims novel?
 Are the claims convincing?
 Are the claims appropriately discussed in the context of previous 

literature?
 Have the authors done themselves justice without overselling 

their claims?
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It’s a volunteer enterprise
how many should you do?

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://kwout.com/cutout/x/rm/ni/feh_bor_rou_sha.jpg&imgrefurl=http://scienceoftheinvisi

ble.blogspot.com/2008_05_01_archive.html&usg=__mMlLmTbmAhEenKP6F8UKSXwRNck=&h=325&w=592&sz=49&hl=en&star

t=12&tbnid=r5Tzr2qC3kvp8M:&tbnh=74&tbnw=135&prev=/images%3Fq%3D.ppt%2Bethics%2Bin%2Bpeer%2Breview%26gbv%

3D2%26hl%3Den
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So you want to be a reviewer?

The ethical questions to ask 
yourself:

 Are you qualified?

 Is the work too close to your 
own?

 Real or apparent conflict of 
interest?

 Confidentiality?

 Do you have the time?
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Ethical issues once you receive it

 Does seeing the full manuscript change 
your thoughts about your ability to review 
it? 
• Does it seem to close to your work?

 Can you pass the paper on to someone 
else to review? 

 Can you contact the author about the 
work or the paper? 

 Can you seek help with your            
review?
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Bottom line                               
From a very useful publication…
see http://radonc.yale.edu/pdf/Ethical_Issues_in_Peer_Review.pdf

 The reviewer must remember that it 
is unethical to allow a badly flawed 
paper to pass unchallenged into the 
peer reviewed literature, where it 
will be a trap to the unsophisticated 
reader who will read the 
manuscript (or perhaps only the 
abstract) superficially and will simply 
accept the flawed conclusions at 
face value.
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Other ethical issues
 Citing your own work?

 Publishing from conference proceedings?

See: Anderson, M.P., 2006, Plagiarism, Copyright 
Violation and Dual Publication:  Are you guilty?  
Ground Water 44(5), p. 623. 
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How I review a paper
 Read it with a pencil in my hand
 Circle sections where comments are needed
 Number sequentially each section
 Following reading (same day!), go back to numbered 

areas and write-up comments
 Review has a beginning paragraph that starts with 

praiseworthy aspects of paper then segues with a 
“these favorable comments nothwithstanding”…
• Then bullets with page/line numbers 

 Summary paragraph ending with proposed fate of 
paper

 First WRR review took me >8 hr….
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If you are on the receiving end

 At best, minor revision required (rare)
 Usually, more major revision

• Sometimes a re-review, sometimes a then rejection
• Don’t give up!

 Sometimes outright rejection
• Don’t give up!!

 Write a polite, appreciative letter back to the editor 
outlining the changes made
• Don’t give up!!!

 Speed and detail in responding to review comments 
directly proportional to ultimate acceptance

• Don’t give up!!!!
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Did I mention?

Don’t give up!
• Do not give up if rejected!!!!

• The Beven and Kirkby paper was rejected from 
JoH in 1978 as being “only of local interest”!

• HSJ was the outlet for the rejected paper

• Now one of the most cited papers of all             
time in hydrology

KJ Beven, MJ Kirkby - Hydrological Sciences Bulletin, 1979 - csa.com

A Physically Based, Variable Contributing Area Model of Basin Hydrology. KJ Beven,

MJ Kirkby Hydrological Sciences Bulletin 24:11, 1979. 
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The Editor

 Will always side with the 
most critical review

 Risk intolerant

 Overwhelmed with 
papers

• E.g. WRR 900+ 
submissions per year 
back when I was AE

 Seeks easiest path

• Notable exceptions
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EDITOR'S REPORT
4- Major revision requested following reviewers' recommendations, with 
subsequent re-evaluation by reviewer #1
This manuscript contains some interesting material, but it should be considerably 
revised and fully rewritten before being acceptable for publication in this journal
In terms of editorial point of view, it suffers of the fact that it is by far too long with 
respect to its scientific interest and should be restructured as a short technical note.
In terms of scientific point of view, the great weakness of the study is the lack of 
reliable alternative measurement of soil moisture. Due to the lack of information 
concerning calibration and resolution of the fairly confidential "Aqua-pro" system (I 
was unable to find any information on this device) and to the lack of absolute value of 
soil water content (no one with a background in soil physics would relate on "profile 
average soil moisture" higher that 50%..) results given in this manuscript are purely 
descriptive. Furthermore the discussion concerning the effect of measurement 
frequency on depth resolution is far from being convincing.
Besides those two basic problems, both reviewers did a set of very thorough          
comments to help authors to improve their publication. I hope they will be                     
in measure to resubmit accordingly.
…………and two more pages……….

What an Editor might say
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The Galley Proofs
checking your words: critical!
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Wrap-up
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Why we publish

 You want to write a paper that is cited

 You want your ideas to influence others

 The very best papers impact other fields 
(but this is very rare)

 To do this:

• Publish in the best possible journal 

• Write a paper that will set the                    
world on fire

• Do not give up if rejected!!!!
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On co-authorship

 Always err on the side of inclusiveness rather than 
exclusiveness

 Remember the AGU motto

 Person taking the lead on writing usually goes first 

 Student usually first

 Number of authors on the paper inversely 
proportional to the workload of the senior author
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Other questions you may have

 How to decide on appropriate # of 
publishable units?

 Open source vs traditional journals?

 Two part papers?

 Special issues?

 What questions do you have?
• ……..
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Conclusions 

• Publishing
– It is an obligation to your science

– It is an obligation to your funder

– If English is your first language, then you are very lucky indeed—you have 

no excuses

• Follow the topdown formula and it will make life much 
easier

• Practice helps a lot 
• your 3rd paper from your PhD thesis always has less redmarks than the first 

• Write when you feel inspired—don’t force it. 
– Try a daily early morning writing hour

• Don’t give up!!!


